Studio Specifications

Dimensions

• The Sound Stage area of Studio A is approximately 1260 sq. ft. Dimensions are 29’ x 42’.
• The overall square footage of Studio A is approximately 1950 sq. ft. Dimensions are 38’ x 48’.
Electrical

**Studio A Electrical Specs**

- 400 Amps total available in Studio A between Panels C, D & E on NW Wall.

**Panel C:**
- 200 Amp - Fed from 1-400A Disconnect
- Single Phase, 120/240v
- A: 2.4 Amps
- C: 1 Amp

**Panel D:**
- 225 Amp - Fed from 1-400A Disconnect
- Single Phase, 120/240v
- A: 9 Amps
- C: 1 Amp

**Panel E:**
- 225 Amp - Fed from 1-400A Disconnect
- Single Phase, 120/240v
- A: 2.2 Amps
- C: 1.1 Amps

50A Outlet
30A Outlet

**Studio B Electrical Specs**

**Panel B:**
- 200 Amp
- Single Phase, 120/240v
- A: 1 Amp
- C: 1.8 Amps

**USP-1 (Sub):**
- 60 Amp - Fed from UPS-1
- Single Phase, 120/240v
- A: 3 Amps
- C: 2.4 Amps

HVAC

- Our studios are equipped with AC that can be adjusted to your preference.
- We use MERV-8 Filters that are changed monthly.
- We also provide portable Aeramax HEPA Console Air Purifiers.

Dressing Room

Includes:
- Hair & Make-Up station
• Rolling Wardrobe racks with hangers (2)
• Clothing Steamer
• Keurig Coffee bar
• Pipe & Drape Dressing Booths (2)

**Studio Grid**
- Height: 157”
- Light Clearance: 127”
- 5’ Pipe spacing
- Pipes are 2” Diameter Steel.
- 2 Rolling Staircases

**Lighting & DMX Board**
Full overhead color temperature adjustable (3200-5600) LED-Lighting with:
- 25 Brightline L1 2×2 Fixtures
- 15 Chauvet Ovation C-805FC RGB adjustable Cyclorama Fixtures
- 7 Source Four LEDs
- 6 Desisti Fresnels

Rolling Floor Lights (3200-5600) with wireless DMX Transmitters including:
- 2 Ushio 1×2’s
- 2 Ushio 2×2’s
- 1 Desisti Fresnel
- 3 Elation TVL2000’s

All controllable by 96-Channel DMX Smartfade by ETC (Staff trained to assist)

**Cyclorama Wall**
- Wall Height: 144”
- Black or Off-White Pull-Around Drapes spanning the entire studio.

**Projection Screen**
- 90×162”
- HD Epson Pro G7000W Projector

**Flooring**
- Roll-out Green Chroma Key or Black Flooring Material
- Staff will assist with flooring set-up.

**Furniture**
- Uniset News Desk- Customizable into 7 unique configurations with 4 table tops to choose from.
• Audience Chairs
• 6x 2.5' Folding Tables

Access
• Front Entrance 71×83”
• Rear Entrance 71×95” (Accessible from Loading Dock in Parking Lot)